A measurement of the double-differential inclusive jet cross section as a function of jet transverse momentum p T and absolute jet rapidity |y| is presented. The analysis is based on proton-proton collisions collected by the CMS experiment at the LHC at a centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV. The data samples correspond to integrated luminosities of 71 and 44 pb −1 for |y| < 3 and 3.2 < |y| < 4.7, respectively. Jets are reconstructed with the anti-k t clustering algorithm for two jet sizes, R, of 0.7 and 0.4, in a phase space region covering jet p T up to 2 TeV and jet rapidity up to |y| = 4.7. Predictions of perturbative quantum chromodynamics at next-to-leading order precision, complemented with electroweak and nonperturbative corrections, are used to compute the absolute scale and the shape of the inclusive jet cross section. The cross section difference in R, when going to a smaller jet size of 0.4, is best described by Monte Carlo event generators with next-to-leading order predictions matched to parton showering, hadronisation, and multiparton interactions. In the phase space accessible with the new data, this measurement provides a first indication that jet physics is as well understood at √ s = 13 TeV as at smaller centre-of-mass energies. [3][4][5][6][7], and at lower √ s by experiments at other hadron colliders [8][9][10][11][12]. The measurements at 2.76 and 7 TeV centre-of-mass energies were found to be in agreement with calculations at next-to-leading order (NLO) in the strong coupling constant α S over a wide range of jet transverse momentum p T and rapidity y. With the latest data from the LHC Run 2, these tests of pQCD are extended to cover the new energy regime of √ s = 13 TeV.
Introduction
Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is the fundamental theory describing strong interactions among partons, i.e. quarks and gluons. Inclusive jet production (p + p → jet + X) is a key process to test predictions of perturbative QCD (pQCD) over a wide region in phase space. To compare with measurements, the parton-level calculations must be complemented with corrections for nonperturbative (NP) effects that involve the modeling of hadronisation (HAD) and multiparton interactions (MPI) . Previous measurements at the CERN LHC have been carried out by the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations at centre-of-mass energies √ s = 2.76 TeV [1, 2], 7 TeV [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , and at lower √ s by experiments at other hadron colliders [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . The measurements at 2.76 and 7 TeV centre-of-mass energies were found to be in agreement with calculations at next-to-leading order (NLO) in the strong coupling constant α S over a wide range of jet transverse momentum p T and rapidity y. With the latest data from the LHC Run 2, these tests of pQCD are extended to cover the new energy regime of √ s = 13 TeV.
In this paper, a measurement of the double-differential inclusive jet cross section is presented as a function of the jet p T and absolute jet rapidity |y|. The jets are clustered with the anti-k t jet algorithm [13] as implemented in the FASTJET library [14] . Two jet sizes R are used: the larger value R = 0.7 corresponds to the standard jet size chosen in most QCD jet analyses made by the CMS Collaboration because it favourably compares to fixed-order predictions [15] . A second, smaller value of R emphasizes different aspects of perturbative and nonperturbative QCD and permits complementary tests to be performed [16] [17] [18] . Moreover, the choice of R = 0.4 as a new CMS default jet size that replaces the previous one of 0.5 in LHC Run 1 analyses will allow direct comparisons between jet measurements made by ATLAS and CMS.
The proton-proton collision data were recorded by the CMS experiment at a centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV in 2015. The data samples correspond to integrated luminosities of 71 and 44 pb −1 for ranges in rapidity of |y| < 3 and 3.2 < |y| < 4.7, respectively. The smaller amount of data for the forward rapidity range is explained by more difficult operating conditions at the very start of data taking, which reduced the event sample certified for physics analyses. The results are compared to fixed-order predictions at NLO precision, complemented with electroweak and nonperturbative corrections, and to predictions of various Monte Carlo (MC) event generators that combine leading-order (LO) or NLO pQCD with the modeling of parton showers (PS), HAD, and MPI.
The CMS detector
The central feature of the CMS apparatus is a superconducting solenoid of 6 m internal diameter, providing a magnetic field of 3.8 T. Within the solenoid volume are a silicon pixel and strip tracker, a lead tungstate crystal electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), and a brass and scintillator hadron calorimeter (HCAL), each composed of a barrel and two endcap sections. Forward calorimeters extend the pseudorapidity (η) coverage provided by the barrel and endcap detectors to the region 3.0 < |y| < 5.2. Muons are measured in gas-ionisation detectors embedded in the steel flux-return yoke outside the solenoid. In the region |η| < 1.74, the HCAL cells have widths of 0.087 in η and 0.087 radians in azimuth (φ). In the η-φ plane, and for |η| < 1. 48 , the HCAL cells map onto 5 × 5 ECAL crystals arrays to form calorimeter towers projecting radially outwards from close to the nominal interaction point. At larger values of |η|, the size in rapidity of the towers increases and the matching ECAL arrays contain fewer crystals. Within each tower, the energy deposits in ECAL and HCAL cells are summed to define the calorimeter tower energies, subsequently used to provide the energies and directions of hadronic jets. The
Event selection and jet reconstruction
The measurement is based on data samples collected with single-jet high-level triggers (HLT) [22] . Eight single-jet HLT paths are considered, seeded by Level 1 triggers based on calorimetric information. They require, in the full rapidity coverage of the CMS detector, at least one jet in each event with p T > 60, 80, 140, 200, 260, 300, 400, or 450 GeV. All triggers, except the one with the highest threshold, are prescaled. The relative efficiency of each trigger is estimated using lower-p T -threshold triggers, and found to exceed 99% in the p T regions shown in Table 1 . The absolute trigger efficiency is measured using a tag and probe method [23] based on events selected with a single-jet trigger threshold of 40 GeV, a back-to-back dijet system, and a probe jet matched to a HLT trigger object. This trigger has an efficiency greater than 99% for selecting an event with a jet of p T > 80 GeV.
HLT path p T range (GeV)  PFJet 60  114-133  PFJet 80  133-220  PFJet 140  220-300  PFJet 200  300-430  PFJet 260  430-507  PFJet 300  507-638  PFJet 400 638-737 PFJet 450 >737 Table 1 : Trigger regions defined as ranges of the leading jet p T in each event for all single-jet triggers used in the inclusive jet cross section measurement.
The main physics objects in this analysis are PF jets, reconstructed by clustering the Lorentz vectors of the PF candidates with the anti-k t (AK) clustering algorithm for the two jet sizes R = 0.7 and 0.4 that will be referred to as AK7 and AK4, respectively. In order to reduce the contribution to the reconstructed jets from additional proton-proton interactions within the same or neighbouring bunch crossings (pileup), the technique of charged hadron subtraction [24] is used. Pileup produces unwanted calorimetric energy depositions and additional tracks. The charged hadron subtraction reduces these effects by removing charged particles that originate from pileup vertices. The average number of pileup interactions observed in these data is ≈19. During data collection the LHC operated with a 50 ns bunch spacing.
Reconstructed jets require small energy corrections to account for residual nonuniformities and nonlinearities in the detector response. Jet energy scale (JES) [23] corrections are obtained using simulated events, generated with PYTHIA8.204 [25] with tune CUETM1 [26] and processed through the CMS detector simulation, and in situ measurements with dijet, photon+jet, and Z+jet events. An offset correction is applied to account for the extra energy clustered into jets due to the contribution of neutral particles produced by additional pileup interactions within the same or neighbouring bunch crossings.
The JES correction, applied as a multiplicative factor to the jet four-momentum vector, depends on the jet η and p T values. The typical correction is about 10% for a central jet with a p T of 100 GeV, and decreases with increasing p T .
Events are required to have at least one primary vertex (PV). If more than one primary vertex is present, the vertex with the highest sum of the squared p T of the associated tracks is selected. This selected vertex is required to be reconstructed from at least five charged-particle tracks and must satisfy a set of quality requirements, including |z PV | < 24 cm and ρ PV < 2 cm, where z PV and ρ PV are the longitudinal and transverse distances of the primary vertex from the nominal interaction point in the CMS detector. Jets with p T > 114 GeV are grouped in seven different |y| bins. Additional selection criteria are applied to each event to remove spurious jet-like signatures originating from isolated noise patterns in certain HCAL regions. To suppress noise patterns, tight identification criteria are applied [27] : each jet should contain at least two particles, one of which is a charged hadron, and the jet energy fraction carried by neutral hadrons and photons should be less than 90%. These criteria have an efficiency greater than 99% for genuine jets.
Measurement of the double-differential inclusive jet cross section
The double-differential inclusive jet cross section is defined as
where L is the integrated luminosity, N j is the number of jets in a bin of a width ∆p T in transverse momentum and ∆y in rapidity, and is the product of the trigger and jet selection efficiencies, which is greater than 99%. The phase space in rapidity is subdivided into six bins from y = 0 to |y| = 3 with |∆y| = 0.5, and one bin from |y| = 3.2 to 4.7, the forward rapidity region. The bin width in p T is chosen in such a way that bin-to-bin migrations due to detector resolution are less than 50%. In each bin, the statistical uncertainty is derived through the formula
where f corresponds to the fraction of events which contribute with exactly one jet in the bin [6]. This procedure corrects for possible multiple entries per event. The fraction f is typically larger than 95% in the entire phase-space considered, thus the correction is small.
The double-differential inclusive jet cross section is corrected for the detector resolution and unfolded to the stable particle level [28] . In this way, a direct comparison of this measurement to results from other experiments and to QCD predictions is possible. Particles are considered stable if their mean path length cτ is greater than 10 mm.
The unfolding procedure is based on the iterative d'Agostini method [29] , as implemented in the ROOUNFOLD software package [30] , using a response matrix that maps the predicted distribution onto the measured one. The response matrix is derived from a simulation, that uses the theoretically predicted spectrum as input and introduces smearing effects by taking into account the jet p T resolution. The predicted spectrum is evaluated from fixed-order calculations based on the NLOJET++ v4.1.13 program [31, 32] within the framework of the FASTNLO v2.3.1 package [33] , using the CT14 [34] parton distribution functions (PDF). More details are presented in Section 5.1. The jet p T resolution is evaluated with the CMS detector simulation based on GEANT4 [35] using a QCD simulation from PYTHIA8 with tune CUETM1, after correcting for the residual differences between data and simulation [23] . The unfolded distributions differ from the distributions at detector level by 5% to 20%. The unfolding procedure can turn statistical fluctuations of the measured spectra into correlated patterns among the neighbouring bins. It has been verified that such effects are always within the statistical uncertainties of the unfolded distributions, which are larger than those of the detector-level distributions. The iterative unfolding procedure is regularized by limiting the number of iterations to four in each rapidity bin.
The main systematic uncertainties for the jet cross section measurements arise from the JES calibration and from the uncertainty in the integrated luminosity. The JES uncertainty, evaluated separately for AK7 and AK4 jets, is 1-3% in the central region (|y| < 2) and increases to 7-8% in the forward rapidity region (3.2 < |y| < 4.7) [23] . The JES uncertainty also includes the uncertainty carried by the charged hadron subtraction. The resulting uncertainties in the double-differential inclusive jet cross section range between 8% at central rapidities and low p T to 65% at forward rapidities and the highest p T . The uncertainty in the integrated luminosity (2.7% [36] ) propagates directly to the cross section.
The unfolding procedure is affected by uncertainties in the jet energy resolution (JER) parametrisation. Alternative response matrices are used to unfold the measured spectra. They are built by varying the JER parameters within their uncertainties [23] . The JER uncertainty introduces a 1-2% uncertainty in the measured cross section. The model dependence of the theoretical p T spectrum also affects the response matrix and thus the unfolding, but this uncertainty has negligible effects on the cross section measurement. The model dependence is checked using various PDF sets to calculate the theoretical p T spectrum.
Finally, an uncertainty of 1% is assigned to the cross section to account for residual effects of small inefficiencies from jet identification [15] . The total experimental systematic uncertainty of the measured cross section is obtained by summing in quadrature the individual contributions from JES, luminosity, JER, and jet identification uncertainties.
Theoretical predictions

Predictions from fixed-order calculations in pQCD
The theoretical predictions for the jet cross section are calculated at NLO accuracy in pQCD and are evaluated by using NLOJET++ within the framework of FASTNLO. The cross sections are calculated at NLO for single inclusive jet production. The renormalisation and the factorisation scales (µ r and µ f ) are chosen to be equal to the jet p T . Five quarks are assumed to be massless in the calculation, which is performed using four different PDF sets with NLO accuracy: CT14 [34] , HERAPDF1.5 [37] , MMHT2014 [38] , and NNPDF3.0 [39] , with the default values of the strong coupling α S (M Z ) = 0.1180, 0.1176, 0.1200, and 0.1180, respectively. The theoretical uncertainties are evaluated as the quadratic sum of the scale, PDF, α S , and NP uncertainties. The scale uncertainty is calculated by varying µ r and µ f in the following six combinations: (µ r /p T , µ f /p T ) = (1/2,1/2), (1/2,1), (1,1/2), (1,2), (2,1) and (2,2). The (asymmetric) scale uncertainty is determined through the maximal upwards and downwards deviations with respect to cross sections obtained with the default setting. The PDF and α S uncertainties are calculated according to the prescription of CT14 at the 90% confidence level and scaled down to a 68.3% confidence level. Anti-k |y| < 0.5 0.5 < |y| < 1.0 1.0 < |y| < 1.5 1.5 < |y| < 2.0 2.0 < |y| < 2.5 2.5 < |y| < 3.0 3.2 < |y| < 4.7
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Figure 3: Electroweak correction factors for the seven rapidity bins for the AK7 (left) and AK4 (right) jets as a function of jet p T .
lowing MC event generators are used to estimate the NP corrections: LO PYTHIA8 with tune CUETM1, LO HERWIG++ 2.7.0 [40] with tunes UE-EE-5C [41] and CUETS1 [26] , and NLO POWHEG [42] [43] [44] . The matrix element calculation performed with POWHEG is interfaced to PYTHIA8 with three different tunes (CUETS1-CTEQ6L1, CUETS1-HERAPDF, and CUETM1) for the simulation of the underlying-event (UE) contributions. The cross section ratios between a nominal event generation interfaced to the simulation of UE contributions, and a sample without HAD and MPI effects are taken as correction separately in each considered rapidity range. In a compact formulation, the NP correction factors can be defined as C NP = dσ PS+HAD+MPI /dp T dσ PS /dp T ,
where σ PS+HAD+MPI is the cross section obtained with an MC sample simulating the contribution of PS, HAD, and MPI, while σ PS includes only PS effects. Corrections obtained with various NLO and LO event generators are evaluated separately for the AK7 and AK4 jets. The average of the results from the NLO and LO event generators defines the central value of the NP corrections, which are fitted to a power-law function in jet p T . The uncertainty in the NP corrections are evaluated by fitting the upper and lower values of the predictions of the different generators. The combinations of PDF sets, matrix element calculations, and UE tunes used to evaluate the NP corrections are validated on UE, minimum bias and jet variables, and they are able to reproduce a wide set of observables [26] . The NP corrections are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively, for AK7 and AK4 jets in a central (0.5 < |y| < 1.0) and a forward rapidity bin (2.5 < |y| < 3.0).
The NP corrections for the AK7 jets are ≈ 15% (13%) for p T ∼ 114 GeV in the region 0.5 < |y| < 1.0 (2.5 < |y| < 3.0) and decrease rapidly for increasing p T , flattening at values of ≈1 for p T ∼ 200-300 GeV, depending on the considered rapidity range. Because of the smaller cone size, AK4 jets are less affected by the MPI and HAD effects. In particular, the additional energy produced by MPI shrinks for decreasing radii R, while the out-of-cone losses due to HAD effects increase for smaller radii R. These two effects are responsible for NP corrections that fall below 1 for AK4 jets with p T > 200 GeV at central rapidity. The NP corrections for AK4 jets are very close to unity in the phase space considered. For both cone sizes, the uncertainty assigned to the NP corrections is of the order of 1-2%.
Electroweak effects, which arise from the virtual exchanges of massive gauge W and Z bosons, 
Comparison of theoretical predictions and data
become sizable at high jet p T and central rapidity. Corrections to electroweak effects are shown in Fig. 3 for both AK7 and AK4 jets [45] . They range between 0.96 and 1.05, depending on the jet p T and rapidity, and are less than 3% for p T < 1 TeV and very similar between the two cone sizes. For jet measurements performed at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV [46] , electroweak corrections of 10-15% are observed for jet p T > 1 TeV in the |y| < 1.0 range, decreasing below 2% for lower p T , independent of the jet rapidity. Electroweak corrections are applied to the NLOJET++ predictions in a similar manner to the NP contributions.
Predictions from fixed-order calculations matched to parton shower simulations
The predictions from different MC event generators are compared to data. The HERWIG++ and the PYTHIA8 event generators are considered. Both of them are based on an LO 2 → 2 matrix element calculation. The PYTHIA8 event generator simulates parton showers ordered in p T and uses the Lund string model [47] for HAD, while HERWIG++ generates parton showers through angular-ordered emissions and uses a cluster fragmentation model [48] for HAD. The contribution of MPI is simulated in both PYTHIA8 and HERWIG++ . In particular, PYTHIA8 applies a model [49] where MPI are interleaved with parton showering, while HERWIG++ models the overlap between the colliding protons through a Fourier transform of the electromagnetic form factor, which plays the role of an effective inverse proton radius. Depending on the amount of proton overlap, the contribution of generated MPI varies in the simulation. The MPI parameters of both generators are tuned to measurements in proton-proton collisions at the LHC [26] , while the HAD parameters are determined from fits to LEP data. For PYTHIA8, the CUETM1 tune, which is based on NNPDF2.3LO [50, 51] , is considered, while HERWIG++ uses the CUETS1 tune [26] , based on the CTEQ6L1 PDF set [52] .
Predictions based on NLO pQCD are also considered using the POWHEG package matched to PYTHIA8 parton showers and including a simulation of MPI. The POWHEG sample uses the CT10nlo PDF set [53] . Various tunes in PYTHIA8 are used for the UE simulation, which differ in the choice of the PDF set and the HAD parameters: the CUETM1, and tunes CUETS1-CTEQL1 and CUETS1-HERAPDF, which use the CTEQ6L1 and the HERAPDF1.5LO [54] PDF sets, respectively. The HAD parameters for the CUETM1 tune are taken from the Monash tune [55] , while the 4C tune provides these in both CUETS1 tunes. All these combinations of POWHEG matrix element and UE-simulation tunes reproduce with very high precision the UE and jet observables at various collision energies [26] .
Comparison of theoretical predictions and data
Figures 4 and 5 show the double-differential inclusive jet cross section measurements, presented as a function of p T for seven |y| ranges, after unfolding for detector effects, using the anti-k t algorithm with R = 0.7 and 0.4, respectively. The measurements are compared to the NLOJET++ predictions based on the CT14 PDF set, corrected for NP and electroweak effects (left), and to the predictions from POWHEG + PYTHIA8 with tune CUETM1 (right). The data are consistent with the predictions over a wide range of jet p T from 114 GeV up to 2 TeV.
The ratios of data over the NLOJET++ predictions using the CT14 PDF set are shown in Fig. 6 for the AK7 jets. The error bars on the points correspond to the statistical uncertainties, and the shaded bands correspond to the total experimental systematic uncertainties. For comparison, predictions employing three alternative PDF sets are also shown. Figure 7 shows the results for the AK4 jets. Overall, a good agreement within the uncertainties is observed between the data and predictions in the entire kinematic range studied, for both jet cone sizes. However, for R = 0.4, the cross sections are systematically overestimated by about 5-10%, while a better description is provided for jets reconstructed with R = 0.7. The relatively poor agreement for R = 0.4 is due to PS and soft-gluon resummation contributions, which are missing in fixedorder calculations, and that are more relevant for smaller jet cone sizes because of out-of-cone effects.
The ratios of data over predictions from POWHEG + PYTHIA8 with tune CUETM1 are shown in Figs. 8(9) for the AK7(AK4) jets. The error bars on the points correspond to the statistical uncertainties and the shaded bands to the total experimental systematic uncertainties. For comparison, four other MC predictions are also shown. There is an overall good level of agreement within the uncertainties between data and predictions from POWHEG + PYTHIA8 with various tunes for both cone sizes, in the entire kinematic range studied. The agreement of data with PYTHIA8 and HERWIG++ is poor in absolute scale. The HERWIG++ event generator shows good agreement with the data in shape for all rapidity bins, while PYTHIA8 agrees well in shape with the data for only |y| < 1.5.
Summary
A measurement of the double-differential cross section as a function of jet p T and absolute rapidity |y| is presented for two jet sizes R = 0.4 and 0.7 using data from proton-proton collisions at √ s = 13 TeV collected with the CMS detector. Data samples corresponding to integrated luminosities of 71 pb −1 and 44 pb −1 are used for absolute rapidities |y| < 3 and for the forward region 3.2 < |y| < 4.7, respectively.
As expected for LO predictions, the MC event generators PYTHIA8 and HERWIG++ exhibit significant discrepancies in absolute scale with respect to data, which are somewhat more pronounced for the case of HERWIG++ . In contrast, the shape of the inclusive jet p T distribution is well described by HERWIG++ in all rapidity bins. Predictions from PYTHIA8 start deviating from the observed shape as |y| increases.
In the comparison between data and predictions at NLO in perturbative QCD including corrections for nonperturbative and electroweak effects, it is observed that jet cross sections for the larger jet size of R = 0.7 are accurately described, while for R = 0.4 theory overestimates the cross section by 5-10% almost globally. In contrast, NLO predictions matched to parton showers as performed with POWHEG + PYTHIA8 for two different tunes, perform equally well for both jet sizes. This result is consistent with the previous measurement performed at √ s = 7 TeV [15], where it was observed that POWHEG + PYTHIA8 correctly describes the R dependence of the inclusive jet cross section, while fixed-order predictions at NLO were insufficient in that respect.
This measurement is a first indication that jet physics is as well understood at √ s = 13 TeV as at smaller centre-of-mass energies in the phase space accessible with the new data. Figure 6: Ratio of measured values to theoretical prediction from NLOJET++ using the CT14 PDF set and corrected for the NP and electroweak effects. Predictions employing three other PDF sets are also shown for comparison. Jets are clustered with the anti-k t algorithm with a distance parameter of 0.7. The error bars correspond to the statistical uncertainties of the data and the shaded bands to the total experimental systematic uncertainties. Figure 7: Ratio of measured values to theoretical prediction from NLOJET++ using the CT14 PDF set and corrected for the NP and electroweak effects. Predictions employing three other PDF sets are also shown for comparison. Jets are clustered with the anti-k t algorithm with a distance parameter of 0.4. The error bars correspond to the statistical uncertainties of the data and the shaded bands to the total experimental systematic uncertainties. 
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